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ABSTRACT: The use of pointers and data-structures based on pointers results in circular memory references
that are interpreted by a vital compiler analysis, namely pointer analysis. For a pair of memory references at a
program point, a typical pointer analysis specifies if the points-to relation between them may exist, definitely
does not exist, or definitely exists. The ”may be” case, which describes the points-to relation for most of the
pairs, can not be dealt with by most compiler optimizations. This is so to guarantee the soundness of these
optimizations. However the ”may be” case can be capitalized by the modern class of speculative optimizations
if the probability that two memory references alias can be measured. Focusing on multithreading, a prevailing
technique of programming, this paper presents a new flow-sensitive technique for probabilistic pointer analysis
of multithreaded programs. The proposed technique has the form of a type system and calculates the probability
of every points-to relation at each programpoint. The key to our approach is to calculate the points-to information
via a post-type derivation. The use of type systems has the advantage of associating each analysis results with a
justification (proof) for the correctness of the results. This justification has the form of a type derivation and is
very much required in applications like certified code.
KEYWORDS: Static analysis, Speculative optimizations, Probabilistic alias analysis, Distributed programs,
Semantics of multithreaded programs, Type systems.
INTRODUCTION
Multithreading is enjoying a growing interest1
and becoming a prevailing technique of pro-2
gramming. The use of multiple threads has3
several advantages: (a) concealing the delay4
of commands like reading from a secondary5
storage (b) improving the action of programs,6
like web servers, that run on multiprocessors,7
(c) building complex systems for user interface,8
(d) simplifying the process of organizing huge9
systems of code. However the static analysis of10
multithreaded programs1–3 is intricate due to the11
possible interaction between multiple threads.12
Among effective tools of modern program-13
ming languages are pointers which empower14
coding intricate data structures. Not only does15
the uncertainty of pointer values at compile time 16
complicate analysis of programs, but also retard 17
program compilation by compelling the program 18
optimization and analysis to be conservative. The 19
pointer analysis4–6 of programs is a challenging 20
problem in which researchers have trade space 21
and time costs for precision. However binary 22
decision diagrams7 have been used to ease the 23
difficulty of this trade off. 24
At any program point and for every pair of 25
memory references, a traditional pointer analysis 26
figures out whether one of these references may 27
point to, definitely points to, or definitely does 28
point to the other reference. For most of pairs 29
of the memory references the points-to relation is 30
of type ”may be”. This is specially the case for 31
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techniques that prefer speed over accuracy. Tra-32
ditional optimization techniques are not robust33
enough to treat the cases ”may be” and ”defi-34
nitely” differently. The idea behind speculative35
optimization is to subsidize the ”maybe” case,36
specially if the probability of ”maybe” cab be37
specifically quantified8, 9.38
Pointer analysis10, 11 is amongmost important39
program analyses of multithreaded programs.40
Pointer analysis of multithreaded programs has41
many applications; (a) mechanical binding of file42
operations that are in abeyance, (b) optimiza-43
tions for memory systems like prefetching and44
relocating remote data calculations, (c) equipping45
compilers with necessary information for opti-46
mizations like common subexpression elimina-47
tion and induction variable elimination, and (d)48
relaxing the process of developing complex tools49
for software engineering like program slicers and50
race detectors.51
This paper presents a new technique for52
pointer analysis of multithreaded programs. The53
proposed technique is probabilistic; it anticipates54
precisely for every program point the probability55
of every points-to relation. Building on a type56
system, the proposed approach is control-flow-57
sensitive. The key to the presented analysis is58
to calculate probabilities for points-to relations59
through the compositional use of inference rules60
of a type system. The proposed technique61
associates with every analysis a proof (type62
derivation) for the correctness of the analysis.63
Among techniques to approach static analysis64
of programs is the algorithmic style. However65
the proposed technique of this paper has the66
form of a type system. The algorithmic style67
does not reflect how the analysis results are68
obtained because it works on control-flow graphs69
of programs; not on phrase structures as in70
the case of type systems. Therefore the type-71
systems approach4, 12–14 is perfect for applications72
that require to handle a justifications (proof)73
for correctness of analsys results together with74
each individual analysis. An example of such75
applications is certified code. What contributes to76
suitability of type-systems tools to produce such77
proofs is the relative simplicity of its inference78
rules. This simplicity is amuch appreciatedprop-79
erty in applications that require justifications. In80
type-systems approach, the justifications take the81
form of type derivations.82
1. a ≔ &c;
2. i f (. . .) then b ≔ &c
3. else b ≔ &d;
4. par{
5. {a ≔ &c}
6. {a ≔ &d}
7. };
8. while(. . .)
9. i f (. . .) then e ≔ &d
10. else e ≔ 5;
Fig. 1 A motivating example.
Motivation83
Figure 1 presents a motivating example of our 84
work. This example uses three pointer variables 85
(a, b, and e) that point at two variables (c and 86
d). We suppose that (i) the condition of the if 87
statement at line 2 is true with probability 0.6, (ii) 88
the condition of the if statement at line 9 is true 89
with probability 0.5, and (iii) the loop at line 8 90
iterates at most 100 times. These statistical and 91
probabilistic information can be obtained using 92
edge profiling15–18. In absence of edge profiling, 93
heuristics can be used. The work presented in 94
this paper aims at introducing a probabilistic 95
pointer analysis that produces results like that 96
in Figure 2. The aim is also to associate each such 97
pointer-analysis result with a justification for the 98
correctness of the result. This justification takes 99
the form of a type derivation in our proposed 100
technique which is based on a type system. 101
Contributions 102
Contributions of this paper are the following: 103
1. A new pointer analysis technique, that is 104
probabilistic and flow-sensitive, for multi- 105
threaded programs. 106
2. A new probabilistic operational-semantics 107
for multithreaded programs. 108
Organization 109
The remainder of the paper is organized in 110
three sections as follows. The first of these 111
sections presents a simple language equipped 112
with parallel and pointer constructs. This section 113
also presents a new probabilistic operational se- 114
mantics for the constructs of the language that we 115
study. The second of these sections introduces a 116
type system to carryprobabilistic pointer analysis 117
of parallel programs. This involves introducing 118
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Program point Pointer information
first point {t 7→ ∅ | t ∈ Var}
between lines 1 & 2 {a 7→ {(c′, 1)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t}
point between 3 & 4 {a 7→ {(c′, 1)}, b 7→ {(c′, 0.6), (d′, 0.4)},
t 7→ ∅ | t < {a, b}}
point between 7 & 8 {a 7→ {(c′, 0.5), (d′, 0.5)},
b 7→ {(c′, 0.6), (d′, 0.4)}, t 7→ ∅ | t < {a, b}}
last point {a 7→ {(c′, 0.5), (d′, 0.5)}, e 7→ {(d′, 1100 × Σ
i=100
i=1
( 12 )
i)}
b 7→ {(c′, 0.6), (d′, 0.4)}, t 7→ ∅ | t < {a, b, c}}
Fig. 2 Results of pointer analysis of program in Figure 1.
suitable notions for pointer types, a subtyping 119
relation, and a detailed proof for the soundness120
of the proposed type system w.r.t. the semantics121
presented in the paper. Related work is reviewed122
in the last section of the paper.123
PROBABILISTIC OPERATIONAL
SEMANTICS
This section presents the programming language124
we study and a probabilistic pointer analysis for125
its constructs. We build our language (Figure 3)126
on the while language, originally presented by127
Hoare in 1969, by equipping it with commands128
dealing with pointers and parallel computations.129
The parallel concepts dealt with in our language130
are fork-join, conditionally spawned threads, and131
parallel loops. These concepts are represented by132
commands par, par-if, and par-for), respectively.133
Sates of our proposed operational semantics are134
defined as follows:135
Definition 1 1. Addrs = {x′ | x ∈ Var} and136
Val = Z ∪ Addrs.137
2. γ ∈ Γ = Var→ Val.138
3. state ∈ States = {(γ, p) | γ ∈ Γ ∧ p ∈ [0, 1]} ∪139
{abort}.140
Typically, a state is a function from the set of141
variables to the set of values (integers). In our142
work, we enrich the set of values with a set of143
symbolic addresses and enrich each state with144
a probabilistic value that is meant to measure145
the probability with which this state is reached.146
The abort state is there to capture any case of147
de-reference that is unsafe; i.e de-referencing a148
variable that contains no address. We assume149
that the set of program variables, Var, is finite.150
Except that arithmetic and Boolean opera-151
tions are not allowed on pointers, the semantics152
of arithmetic andBoolean expressions aredefined153
as usual (Figure 4). The inference rules of Figure 5 154
define the transition relation of our operational 155
semantics. 156
We notice that none of the assignment state- 157
ments changes the probability component of a 158
given pre-state to produce the corresponding 159
post-state. The symbol pi f used in the inference 160
rules of the if statement denotes a number in [0, 1] 161
andmeasures the probability that the condition of 162
the statement is true. This probabilistic informa- 163
tion can be obtained using edge profiling15–18. In 164
absence of edge profiling, heuristics can be used. 165
The par command is the main parallel con- 166
cept. This concept is also known as cobegin- 167
coend or fork-join. The execution of this com- 168
mand amounts to starting concurrently executing 169
the threads of the command at the beginning of 170
the construct and then to wait for the completion 171
of these executions at the end of the construct. 172
Then the subsequent command can be executed. 173
The inference rule (par-sem) approximates the 174
execution methodology of the par command. The 175
probability p′ in the rule (par-sem) ismultiplied by 176
1
n! (not by
1
n as the readermay expect) because the 177
permutation θ finds one of the n! ways in which 178
the threads can be sorted and then executed. As 179
an example, the reader may consider applying 180
the rule par-sem when n = 3 and the threads are 181
S1 : a ≔ b + c, S2 : b ≔ a × c, and S3 : c ≔ a − b. 182
The semantics of par-if and par-for commands are 183
defined using that of the par command. 184
PROBABILISTIC POINTER ANALYSIS
The purpose of a typical pointer analysis is 185
to assign to every program point a points-to 186
function. The domain of this function is the set of 187
all pairs of pointers and the codomain is the set 188
{definitely exists, definitely does not exist, may exist}. 189
The codomain describes the points-to relation 190
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n ∈ Z, x ∈ Var, and ⊕ ∈ {+,−,×}
e ∈ AexprsF x | n | e1 ⊕ e2
b ∈ BexprsF true | false | ¬b | e1 = e2 | e1 6 e2 | b1 ∧ b2 | b1 ∨ b2
S ∈ StmtsF x ≔ e | x ≔ &y | ∗x ≔ e | x ≔ ∗y | skip | S1; S2 | if b then St else S f |
while b do St | par{{S1}, . . . , {Sn}} | par-if{(b1, S1), . . . , (bn, Sn)} | par-for{S}.
Fig. 3 The programming language.
~nγ = n ~&xγ = x′ ~xγ = γ(x) ~trueγ = true ~falseγ = false
~∗xγ =
{
γ(y) if γ(x) = y′,
! otherwise.
~e1 ⊕ e2γ =
{
~e1γ ⊕ ~e2γ if ~e1γ, ~e2γ ∈ Z,
! otherwise.
~¬Aγ =
{
¬(~Aγ) if ~Aγ ∈ {true, false},
! otherwise.
~e1 = e2γ =

! if ~e1γ = ! or ~e2γ = !,
true if ~e1γ = ~e2γ , !,
false otherwise.
~e1 6 e2γ =
{
! if ~e1γ < Z or ~e2γ < Z,
~e1γ 6 ~e2γ otherwise.
For ⋄ ∈ {∧,∨}, ~b1 ⋄ b2γ =
{
! if ~b1γ = ! or ~b2γ = !,
~b1γ ⋄ ~b2γ otherwise.
Fig. 4 Semantics of arithmetic and Boolean expressions.
between pairs of memory references. For most of 191
the pointer pairs, the points-to relation is ”may192
exist”. This is specially the case for techniques193
of pointer analysis that give priority for speed194
over efficiency. The common drawback for most195
existing program optimization techniques is that196
they can not treat the ”maybe” and ”definitely197
does not exist” cases differently. Speculative198
optimizations are meant to overcome this199
disadvantage via working on the result of200
analyses that can measure the probability that a201
points-to relation exist between two pointers.202
This section presents a new technique for203
probabilistic pointer analysis for multithreaded204
programs. The technique has the form of a type205
system and its goal is to accurately calculate the206
likelihood at eachprogrampoint for every points-207
to relation. The advantages of the proposed208
technique include the simplicity of the inference209
rules of the type system and that no dependence210
profile information (information describing de-211
pendencies between threads) is required. De-212
pendence profile information, required by some213
multithreading techniques like19, is expensive to214
get. The proposed technique is flow-sensitive.215
The key to our technique is to calculate points-to216
probabilities via a post type derivation for a given217
program using the bottom points-to type as a pre218
type.219
The following definition presents some nota- 220
tions that are used in the rest of the paper. 221
Definition 2 1. Addrs = {x′ | x ∈ Var} and 222
Addrsp = Addrs × [0, 1]. 223
2. Pre-PTS = {pts | pts : Var → 2Addrsp s.t. 224
∀y ∈ Var. (y′, p1), (y
′, p2) ∈ pts(x) =⇒ p1 = p2}. 225
3. For pts ∈ Pre-PTS and x ∈ Var, 226∑
pts x =
∑
(z′,p)∈pts(x) p. 227
4. For every pts ∈ Pre-PTS and x ∈ Var, 228
Apts(x) = {z
′ | ∃p > 0. (z′, p) ∈ pts(x)}. 229
5. For A ∈ Addrsp, pts ∈ Pre-PTS, and 0 6 q 6 1, 230
(a) A × q = {(y′, p × q) | (y′, p) ∈ A}. 231
(b) pts × q is the function defined by 232
(pts × q)(x) = pts(x) × q. 233
We note that the set of symbolic addresses 234
Addrs is enriched with probabilities to form the 235
set Addrsp. In line with real situations, the 236
condition on the elements of Pre-PTS excludes 237
maps that assign the same address for a variable 238
with two different probabilities. The notation 239∑
pts x denotes the probability that the variables 240
x has an address with respect to pts. The 241
www.scienceasia.org
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~eγ = !
x ≔ e : (γ, p) abort
~eγ , !
x ≔ e : (γ, p) (γ[x 7→ ~eγ], p)
γ(x) = z′ z ≔ e : (γ, p) state
∗x ≔ e : (γ, p) state
γ(x) < Addrs
∗x ≔ e : (γ, p) abort x ≔ &y : (γ, p) (γ[x 7→ y
′], p)
γ(y) < Addrs
x ≔ ∗y : (γ, p) abort
γ(y) = z′ x ≔ z : (γ, p) (γ′, p)
x ≔ ∗y : (γ, p) (γ′, p) skip : (γ, p) (γ, p)
S1 : (γ, p) abort
S1; S2 : (γ, p) abort
S1 : (γ, p) (γ
′′, p′′) S2 : (γ
′′, p′′) state
S1;S2 : (γ, p) state
~bγ = !
if b then St else S f : (γ, p) abort
~bγ = true St : (γ, p) abort
if b then St else S f : (γ, p) abort
~bγ = true St : (γ, p) (γ
′, p′)
if b then St else S f : (γ, p) (γ
′, pi f × p
′)
~bγ = false S f : (γ, p) abort
if b then St else S f : (γ, p) abort
~bγ = false S f : (γ, p) (γ
′, p′)
if b then St else S f : (γ, p) (γ
′, (1 − pi f ) × p
′)
~bγ = !
while b do St : (γ, p) abort
~bγ = false
while b do St : (γ, p) (γ, p)
~bγ = true S : (γ, p) abort
while b do St : (γ, p) abort
~bγ = true S : (γ, p) (γ′′, p′′) while b do St : (γ
′′, p′′) state
while b do St : (γ, p) state
• Fork-join:
(∃ θ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n}). Sθ(1); Sθ(2); . . . ; Sθ(n) : (γ, p) (γ
′, p′)
(par-sem)
par{{S1}, . . . , {Sn}} : (γ, p) (γ
′,
1
n!
× p′)
(∃ θ : {1, . . . ,n} → {1, . . . ,n}). Sθ(1); Sθ(2); . . . ; Sθ(n) : (γ, p) abort
par{{S1}, . . . , {Sn}} : (γ, p) abort
• Conditionally spawned threads:
par{{if b1 then S1 else skip}, . . . , {if bn then Sn else skip}} : (γ, p) state
par-if{(b1, S1), . . . , (bn, Sn)} : (γ, p) state
• Parallel loops:
∃n. par{
n−times︷      ︸︸      ︷
{S}, . . . , {S}} : (γ, p) state
par-for{S} : (γ, p) state
Fig. 5 Inference rules of the semantics.
notation Apts(x) denotes the set of addresses that 242
have a non-zero probability to get into x. The243
multiplication operations of Definition 2.5 are244
necessary to join many points-to types (eachwith245
a different probability) into one type.246
A formalization for the concepts of the set of247
points-to typesPTS, the subtyping relation6, and248
the relation |= ⊆ Γ × PTS are in the subsequent249
definition.250
Definition 3 1. PTS = {pts ∈ Pre-PTS |251
∀x ∈ Var.
∑
pts x 6 1}.252
2. pts 6 pts′
def
⇐⇒ ∀x. Apts(x) ⊆ Apts′(x). 253
3. pts ≡ pts′
def
⇐⇒ ∀x. Apts(x) = Apts′(x). 254
4. (γ, p) |= pts
def
⇐⇒ (∀x. γ(x) ∈ Addrs 255
=⇒ ∃q > 0. (γ(x), q) ∈ pts(x)). 256
A way to calculate an upper bound for a set 257
of n points-to types is introduced in the following 258
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definition. 259
Definition 4 Suppose pts1, . . . , ptsn is a sequence260
of n points-to types and 0 6 q1, . . . , qn 6 1 is a261
sequence of n numbers whose sum is less than or262
equal to 1. Then∇((pts1, q1), . . . , (ptsn, qn)) : Var→263
2Addrsp is the function defined by:264
∇((pts1, q1), . . . , (ptsn, qn))(x) =265
266
{(z′, p) | (∃i. z′ ∈ Aptsi (x))∧(p = Σ(z′,pk)∈ptsk(x)qk×pk)}.267
We note that the order of the points-to268
lattice is the point-wise inclusion. However269
probabilities are implicitly taken into account in270
the definition of supremum which is based on271
Definition 4. Letting the probabilities of points-to272
relations be involved in the definition of the order273
relation complicates the formula of calculating274
the lattice supremum. Besides that this compli-275
cation is not desirable, introducing probabilities276
apparently does not improve the type system277
results. The definition for (γ, p) |= ptsmakes sure278
that a variable that has an address under γ is279
allowed (positive probability) to contain the same280
address under pts. As for Definition 4, we can281
interpret the elements of the sequence q1, . . . , qn282
as weights for the elements of the sequence283
pts1, . . . , ptsn, respectively. Therefore the map284
∇((pts1, q1), . . . , (ptsn, qn)) joins pts1, . . . , ptsn into285
one type with respect to the weights.286
The following lemma proves that the upper287
bound of the previous definition is indeed a288
points-to type.289
Lemma 1 Themap∇((pts1, q1), . . . , (ptsn, qn)) of pre-290
vious definition is a points-to type.291
Proof : Suppose that∇((pts1, q1), . . . , (ptsn, qn))(x) =292
{(z′
1
, t1), (z
′
2, t2), . . . , (z
′
m, tm)}. To show the required293
we need to show that (a) 0 6 ti 6 1 and294
(b) 0 6 Σiti 6 1. Since (b) implies (a), it is295
enough to show (b). Suppose that ∀1 6 i 6296
n, ptsi(x) = {(z
′
1
, p1i), (z
′
2, p2i), . . . , (z
′
m, pmi)}, where297
∀1 6 j 6 m, p ji = 0 if z j < Aptsi (x). Then298
according to Definition 4 the values t1, . . . , tm299
can be equivalently calculated by the matrix300
multiplication of Figure 6. Then301
Σi ti = (Σi qi × p1i) + (Σi qi × p2i) + . . . +302
(Σi qi × pin)303
= (q1 × Σi pi1) + (q2 × Σi pi2) + . . . +304
(qn × Σi pin).305
Wenote that∀ j, 0 6 Σi pi j 6 1 by definition of pts j306
and ∀ j, 0 6 q j 6 1. Therefore this last summation 307
is less than 1.  308
Lemma 2 Suppose that A = {pts1, . . . , ptsn} ⊆ PTS 309
and pts = ∇((pts1,
1
n ), . . . , (ptsn,
1
n )). Then with 310
respect to definitions of ∇, the subtyping, and equality 311
relations introduced in Definitions 3.2, 3.3, and 4, 312
respectively, the set PTS is a complete lattice where 313
∨A = pts. 314
Proof : Clearly pts is an upper bound for A. More- 315
over for every x,Apts(x) = ∪iAptsi (x). Therefore pts 316
is the least upper bound of A.  317
The inference rules of our proposed type sys- 318
tem for probabilistic pointer analysis are shown 319
in Figure 7. 320
The judgment of an arithmetic expression 321
has the form e : pts → A. The intuition 322
(Lemma 3) of this judgment is that any address 323
that e evaluates to in a state of type pts is included 324
in the set A as the second component of a pair 325
whose first component is a non-zero probability. 326
The judgment for a statement S has the form 327
S : pts→ pts′ and guarantees that if the execution 328
of S in a state of type pts terminates then the 329
reached state is of type pts′. This is proved in 330
Theorem 1. 331
Concerning the inference rules, some com- 332
ments are in order. In the rule (≔ ∗prob), since 333
there are n possible ways to modify x, the post- 334
type is calculated from the pre-type by assigning 335
x its value according to the upper bound of the 336
n ways. The upper bound is consider to enable 337
the analysis to cover all possible executions of 338
the statement. In the rule (∗ ≔prob), there are n 339
variables, {z1, . . . , zn}, that have a chance of getting 340
modified. This produces n post-types in the pre 341
conditions of the rule. Therefore the post-type is 342
calculated from the pre-type by assigning each of 343
the n variables its image under the upper bound 344
of the n post-types. In the rule (ifprob), p is the 345
probability that the condition of the if statement 346
is true. The rule (parprob) has this form in order 347
for the analysis result of any thread Si of the 348
par statement to consider the fact that any other 349
threadmay have been executed before the thread 350
in hand. As it is the case in the operational 351
semantics, the rules for conditionally spawned 352
threads (par-ifprob) and parallel loops (par-forprob) 353
are built on the rule (parprob). In the following we 354
give an example for the application of the rule 355
(parprob). Let: 356
www.scienceasia.org
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pts1 pts2 . . . ptsn
z′
1
z′2
...
z′m

p11 p12 . . . p1n
p21 p22 . . . p2n
...
...
. . .
...
pm1 pm2 . . . pmn


q1
q2
...
qn
 =

t1
t2
...
tm

Fig. 6 Amatrix multiplication needed in the proof of Lemma 1.
n : pts → ∅ x : pts → pts(x) e1 ⊕ e2 : pts→ ∅
e : pts → A
(≔prob)
x ≔ e : pts → pts[x 7→ A]
pts(y) = {(z′1, p1), . . . , (z
′
n, pn)} ∀i. x ≔ zi : pts→ ptsi
(≔ ∗prob)
x ≔ ∗y : pts → pts[x 7→ ∇((pts1, p1), . . . , (ptsn, pn))(x)]
skip : pts→ pts
pts(x) = {(z′1 , p1), . . . , (z
′
n, pn)} ∀z
′
i ∈ Apts(x). zi ≔ e : pts → ptsi
(∗ ≔prob)
∗x ≔ e : pts → pts[zi 7→ ∇((pts, 1 − pi), (ptsi, pi))(zi) | z
′
i ∈ Apts(x)]
(≔ &prob)
x ≔ &y : pts→ pts[x 7→ {(y′, 1)}]
S1 : pts → pts
′′ S2 : pts
′′ → pts′
(seqprob)
S1; S2 : pts→ pts
′
St : pts→ ptst S f : pts → pts f
(ifprob)
if b then St else S f : pts → ∇((ptst, p), (pts f , 1 − p))
Si : ∇{(pts, 1/n), (pts j, 1/n) | j , i} → ptsi
(parprob)
par{{S1}, . . . , {Sn}} : pts→ ∇((pts1, 1/n), . . . , (ptsn, 1/n))
par{{if b1 then S1 else skip}, . . . , {if bn then Sn else skip}} : pts → pts
′
(par-ifprob)
par-if{(b1, S1), . . . , (bn, Sn)} : pts → pts
′
∀n. par{
n−times︷      ︸︸      ︷
{S}, . . . , {S}} : pts → pts′
(par-forprob)
par-for{S} : pts→ pts′
n = 0
(whl
prob
1
)
while b do St : pts → pts
n > 1 ∀1 6 i 6 n. St : pts→
i ptsi
(whl
prob
2
)
while b do St : pts → ∇((pts1, 1/n), . . . , (ptsn, 1/n))
pts′1 6 pts1 S : pts1 → pts2 pts2 6 pts
′
2
(csqprob)
S : pts′1 → pts
′
2
Fig. 7 The inference rules for the type system for probabilistic pointer analysis
• S1 : if b1 then x ≔ &y else x ≔ 5, 357
• S2 : x ≔ &z;358
• Spar : par{{S1}, {S2}},359
• pts = {t 7→ ∅ | t ∈ Var},360
pts1 = {x 7→ {(y
′, 0.4)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var},361
and pts2 = {x 7→ {(z
′, 1)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var}.362
We suppose that the condition b1 in S1 succeeds363
with probability 0.4. Thenwe have the following:364
• ∇((pts, 1/2), (pts1, 1/2)) =365
{x 7→ {(y′, 0.25)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var},366
• ∇((pts, 1/2), (pts2, 1/2)) =367
{x 7→ {(z′, 0.5)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var}, and368
• ∇((pts1, 1/2), (pts2, 1/2)) =369
{x 7→ {(y′, 0.25), (z′, 0.5)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var}. 370
Clearly, S1 : ∇((pts, 1/2), (pts2, 1/2))→ pts1 and 371
S2 : ∇((pts, 1/2), (pts1, 1/2)) → pts2. These 372
two judgments constitute the hypotheses 373
for the rule (parprob). Therefore using 374
the rule (parprob), we can conclude that 375
Spar : pts→ ∇((pts1, 1/2), (pts2, 1/2)). The post 376
type of Spar clearly covers all semantics states that 377
can be reachedby executing Spar. Nowwe give an 378
example for the application of the rule (par-ifprob). 379
Let: 380
• S1 : x ≔ &y, 381
www.scienceasia.org
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• S2 : x ≔ &z, 382
• Spar-if : par-if{(b1, S1), (true, S2)}, and383
• pts′ = {x 7→ {(y′, 0.25), (z′, 0.5)}, t 7→ ∅ |384
x , t ∈ Var} and pts = {t 7→ ∅ | t ∈ Var}.385
We suppose that the condition b1386
succeeds with probability 0.4. By the387
previous example it should be clear that388
par{{if b1 then S1 else skip}, {if true then S2 else skip}} :389
pts → pts′. This last judgment constitutes the390
hypothesis for the rule (par-ifprob). Therefore391
using the rule (par-ifprob), we can conclude that392
Spar-if : pts → pts
′. The post type of Spar-if clearly393
covers all semantics states that can be reached by394
executing Spar-if. In rules (whl
prob
1
) and (whl
prob
2
), n395
represents an upper bound for the trip-count of396
the loop. The post-type of (whl
prob
2
) is an upper397
bound for post-types resulting for all number of398
iterations bounded by n.399
The proof of the following lemma is straight-400
forward.401
Lemma 3 1. pts 6 pts′ =⇒ (∀(γ, p).402
(γ, p) |= pts =⇒ (γ, p) |= pts′)403
2. Suppose e : pts → A and (γ, p) |= pts. Then404
~eγ ∈ Addrs implies (~eγ, q) ∈ A, for some405
q > 0.406
Lemma 3.1 formalizes the soundness of407
points-to types. Lemma 3.2 shows that for a cer-408
tain state that is of a certain type, if the evaluation409
of an expression with respect to the state is an410
address, then this evaluation is surely (positive411
probability) approximated by the evaluation of412
the expression with respect to the type.413
The following theorem proves the soundness414
of the type system. Themeant soundness implies415
that the type system respects the operational416
semantics with respect to the relation |= whose417
definition is based on probabilities.418
Theorem 1 (Soundness) Suppose that419
S : pts→ pts′, S : (γ, p) (γ′, p′), and (γ, p) |= pts.420
Then (γ′, p′) |= pts′.421
Proof : A structure induction on type derivation422
can be used to complete the proof of this theorem.423
Some cases are presented below.424
• The case of (≔prob): in this case p′ = p, pts′ =425
pts[x 7→ A], and γ′ = γ[x 7→ ~eγ]. Hence by426
Lemma 3.2, γ |= (pts, p) implies γ′ |= (pts′, p′).427
• The case of (≔ ∗prob): in this case for some428
z ∈ Var, γ(y) = z′ and x ≔ z : (γ, p) (γ′, p).429
For some i, z′ = z′
i
since (γ, p) |= pts. Hence 430
by assumption x ≔ zi : pts→ ptsi. Therefore 431
by soundness of (≔prob), (γ′, p) |= ptsi 6 pts
′ = 432
pts[x 7→ ∇((pts1, p1), . . . , (ptsn, pn))(x)]. 433
• The case of (∗ ≔prob): in this case there 434
exists z ∈ Var such that γ(x) = z′ and 435
z ≔ e : (γ, p)  (γ′, p). For some i, z′ = z′
i
436
since (γ, p) |= pts. Hence by assumption 437
zi ≔ e : pts → ptsi. Therefore by soundness 438
of (≔prob), (γ′, p) |= ptsi 6 pts
′ = pts[zi 7→ 439
∇((pts, 1 − pi), (ptsi, pi))(zi) | z
′
i
∈ Apts(x)]. 440
• The case of (parprob): in this case there exist 441
a permutation θ : {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , n} 442
and n + 1 states (γ1, p1), . . . , (γn+1, pn+1) 443
such that (γ, p) = (γ1, p1), (γ
′, p′) = 444
(γn+1,
1
n! × p
′
n+1
), and for every 445
1 6 i 6 n, Sθ(i) : (γi, pi)→ (γi+1, pi+1). Also 446
(γ1, p1) |= pts 6 ∇{(pts, 1/n), (ptsj, 1/n) | j , 1}. 447
Therefore by the induction 448
hypothesis (γ2, p2) |= pts1 6 449
∇{(pts, 1/n), (ptsj, 1/n) | j , 2}. Again by the 450
induction hypothesis we get (γ3, p3) |= pts2. 451
Therefore by a simple induction on n, 452
we can show that (γn+1, pn+1) |= ptsn 6 453
∇((pts1, 1/n), . . . , (ptsn, 1/n)) = pts
′. This 454
implies (γ′, p′) = (γn+1,
1
n! × p
′
n+1
) |= pts′ 455
• The case of (par − f orprob): in 456
this case there exists n such that 457
par{
n−times︷      ︸︸      ︷
{S}, . . . , {S}} : (γ, p) (γ′, p′). By 458
induction hypothesis we have 459
par{
n−times︷      ︸︸      ︷
{S}, . . . , {S}} : pts→ pts′. Therefore 460
by the soundness of (parprob), (γ′, p′) |= pts′. 461
• The case of (whl
prob
2
): in this case 462
there exist m 6 n and m + 1 states, 463
(γ1, p1), . . . , (γm+1, pm+1), such that (γ, p) = 464
(γ1, p1), (γ
′, p′) = (γm+1, pm+1), and ∀1 6 465
i 6 m. S : (γi, pi)  (γi+1, pi+1). By 466
induction hypothesis we have (γ′, p′) |= 467
ptsm 6 ∇((pts1, 1/n), . . . , (ptsn, 1/n)). There- 468
fore (γ′, p′) |= pts′ as required. 469
 470
We note that probabilities are mentioned 471
implicitly in Theorem 1. This is in the condition 472
that (γ, p) |= pts. Some of the implications of this 473
www.scienceasia.org
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implicit consideration of probabilities are explicit 474
in Lemma 3.2. As an example for the theorem, 475
executing the statement Spar, defined above, from476
the semantics state γ = {t 7→ 0 | t ∈ Var} may477
result in the stateγ′ = {t 7→ 0, x 7→ z′ | x , t ∈ Var}.478
This happens if S2 is executed after S1. Clearly479
we have that γ |= {t 7→ ∅ | t ∈ Var} and480
γ′ |= {x 7→ {(y′, 0.25), (z′, 0.5)}, t 7→ ∅ | x , t ∈ Var}.481
One source of attraction in the use of type482
systems for program analysis is the relative483
simplicity of the inference rules. This simplicity484
is very important when practical implementation485
is concerned. The simplicity of the rules naturally486
simplifies implementations of rules and hence487
the type system. In particular, from experience488
related to coding similar type systems, we believe489
that the implementation of the type system490
presented in this paper is straightforward and491
efficient in terms of space and time.492
RELATEDWORK
Analysis of multithreaded programs:493
Typically, analyses of multithreaded programs494
are classified into two main categories: (a)495
techniques that were originally designed for se-496
quential programs and later extended to analyze497
multithreaded programs and (b) techniques that498
were designed specifically for analyzing, opti-499
mizing, or correcting multithreaded programs.500
The first category includes flow-insensitive501
approaches providing an easy way to analysis502
multithreaded programs. This is done via con-503
sidering all possible combinations of statements504
used in a parallel structure. The drawback of505
this approach is that it is not practical enough506
due to huge number of combinations. How-507
ever flow-sensitive approaches of sequential pro-508
gramswere also extended to covermultithreaded509
programs. Examples of these techniques are con-510
stant propagation20, codemotion21, and reaching511
definitions22.512
The category of techniques that were de-513
signed specifically for multithreaded programs514
include deadlock detection, data race detec-515
tion, and weak memory consistency. A round516
abeyance to gain resources usually results in a517
deadlock situation3, 23, 24. Synchronization analy-518
sis is a typical start to study deadlock detection519
for multithreaded programs. In absence of520
synchronization, if two parallel threads write to521
the same memory location, a situation of a data522
race2 results. Data race analyses aim at elim-523
inating data race situations as they are mainly524
programmer error. Models of weak memory525
consistency1 aims at improving performance of 526
hardware. This improvement usually results in 527
complicating parallel programs construction and 528
analysis. 529
Probabilistic pointer analysis and speculative 530
optimizations: 531
Although pointer analysis is a well-established 532
program analysis and many techniques have 533
been suggested, there is no single technique 534
that is believed to be the best choice25. The 535
trade-off between accuracy and time-costs hin- 536
ders a universal pointer analysis and motivates 537
application-directed techniques for pointer anal- 538
ysis26. A probabilistic pointer analysis that 539
is flow-sensitive and context-insensitive is pre- 540
sented in27 for Java programs. While our work 541
is based on type systems, the work in27 is 542
based on interprocedural control flow graphs 543
(ICFG) whose edges are enriched with proba- 544
bilities. While our work treats multhithreaded 545
programs, the work in27 treats only sequential 546
programs. Context-sensitive and control-flow- 547
sensitive pointer analyses4, 10, 28, 29 are known to 548
be accurate but not scalable. On the other hand 549
the context-insensitive control-flow-insensitive 550
techniques6, 11 are scalable but excessively con- 551
servative. A convenient mixture of accuracy 552
and scalability is introduced by some tech- 553
nique7, 30, 31 to optimize the trade-off mentioned 554
above. The probabilistic pointer analysis of 555
a simple imperative language and the pointer 556
analysis ofmultithreadedprogramswere studied 557
in8, 9 and32, respectively. However none of these 558
typical techniques for pointer analysis study the 559
probabilistic pointer analysis of multithreaded 560
programs. 561
Speculative optimizations33–36 are considered 562
by many program analyses. A probabilistic tech- 563
nique for memory disambiguation was proposed 564
in33. This technique measures the probability 565
that two array references alias. Nevertheless 566
this approach is not convenient to pointers. 567
By lessening the safety of analysis, the work 568
in34 introduces a pointer analysis that considers 569
speculation. Another unsafe analysis, which 570
achieves scalability using transfer functions, is 571
proposed in35. The problem with these last 572
two approaches is that they do not compute the 573
probability information required by speculative 574
www.scienceasia.org
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optimizations. 575
Type systems in program analysis: 576
There are general algorithms4, 13, 14, 37–39 for using577
type systems to present dataflow analyses, which578
are monotone and forward or backward. While579
a way14, 37 to reason about program pairs using580
relational Hoare logic exists, program optimiza-581
tions14, 38 as types systems also exist. Type582
systems were also used to cast safety policies for583
resource usage, information flow, and carrying-584
code abstraction40, 41. Proving the soundness of585
compiler optimizations for imperative languages,586
using type systems, gained much interest12–14 of587
many researchers. Other work studies translat-588
ing proofs of functional correctness using wp-589
calculus42 and using a Hoare logic14. There are590
other optimizations43 that boost program quality591
besides maintaining program semantics.592
Edge and path profiling:593
Edge (path) profiling research simply aims at594
profiling programs edges (paths). The profiling595
process can be done statically or dynamically.596
Profiling techniques can be classified into:597
• Sample-based techniques16, 17 which profile598
representative parts of active edges and599
paths,600
• One-time profiling methods which profile601
only part of the execution of the program602
to cut down the overhead17, 44,603
• Instrumentation-based techniques45 which604
aremore convenient for programswith com-605
parably anticipated behavior, and606
• Hardware profiling which employs hard-607
ware to gather edge profiles using existing608
hardware for branch anticipation18.609
Using a parallel data-flow diagram46, many of610
these techniques are applicable to the language611
studied in this paper. In particular the technique612
presented in15, a hybrid sampling and instrumen-613
tation approach, is a convenient choice giving its614
simplicity and powerful.615
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